In the framework of the LSDA+U method electronic structure and magnetic properties of the intermetallic compound Gd 2 Fe 17 for both rhombohedral and hexagonal phases have been calculated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intermetallic compounds R 2 Fe 17 with high concentration of iron (R is a rare-earth ion) are of interest for both experimental and theoretical investigations.
1 These compounds are distinct for a relatively large magnetic moment -mainly caused by the magnetic moments at the Fe ions -and comparatively low Curie temperature T C . The compounds are crystallized in two related crystal structures -rhombohedral T h 2 Zn 17 -type and hexagonal T h 2 Ni 17 -type.
In each of these structures, the Fe ions can be located in four inequivalent crystallographic other, but frequently antiparallel to the magnetic moments of the rare-earth ions R.
Initially, the moderate Curie temperatures T C in the compounds R 2 Fe 17 was explained on the base of assumption 3 of a critical distance r c ≈ 2.5Å between two ions in a Fe-Fe pair, so that for the distances r < r c the exchange interaction is antiferromagnetic, whereas for r > r c -ferromagnetic. From this assumption it followed that a low value of T C is caused by a competition of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic exchange interactions between neighboring pairs of the Fe ions in various crystallographic positions. It also meant that an expansion of the lattice should result in an increased number of ferromagnetic interactions and corresponding growth of T C . Such an expansion of the lattice can be reached either inserting nonmagnetic interstitial atoms, 4, 5 or substituting the Fe ions by nonmagnetic atoms with the larger ionic radii.
6,7
However, in a number of experiments, for example, for substitutional solid solutions R 2 Fe 17−x Si x , it was found that the crystal lattice contracts, and T C grows. 8, 9, 10 These results question the adequacy of the simple model of exchange interactions of neighboring exchangebounded ions that change the sign at the critical distance r c between the ions.
To determine a relation between T C and exchange interactions in the R 
II. CRYSTAL STRUCTURES AND LOCAL MAGNETIC MOMENTS
The intermetallic compound Gd 2 Fe 17 can crystallize both in the rhombohedral T h 2 Zn 17 -type structure (space group R3m -no. 166 in International Tables for Crystallography) and the hexagonal T h 2 Ni 17 -type crystal structure (space group P6 3 /mmc -no. 194). Main structural blocks are iron hexagons building layers. Most of these hexagons have empty centers, whereas others contain the rare-earth Gd ions or mediate the Fe ions in dumbbell positions.
The rhombohedral structure of the T h 2 Zn 17 -type is shown in Fig. 1 . In this type of structure the Fe(18f ) hexagons (let us denote Fe(18f ) as Fe3 for the rhombohedral structure)
contain the Gd ions in positions 6c either at the center of each hexagon, as it is presented in the upper and lower layers in Fig. 1 Brillouin zone was performed using 32 irreducible k-points (6×6×6=216 is a total number of k-points). Empty atomic spheres without nuclear charge were inserted in the case of the hexagonal structure to fill the interstitial regions.
In the LSDA+U method Coulomb interaction for Gd 4f-orbitals was taken into account via parameters of direct U and exchange J Coulomb interactions of the 4f -electrons in Gd.
For Gd 2 Fe 17 in both structures the calculations of these parameters in the constrained LDA method 17 resulted in U Gd =6.7 eV and J Gd =0.7 eV that is in agreement with the values for Gd metal.
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Local magnetic moments for various Fe and Gd sites obtained in the calculations are listed in Table I for both phases under consideration. Note that in qualitative discussions of magnetic properties of R 2 Fe 17 especial attention is frequently paid to the iron ions in the dumbbell positions (Fe1 in our notations). From Table I one can see that magnetic moments of the Fe1 ions for the hexagonal structure are larger than for the rhombohedral one.
However, total magnetic moment M(ΣFe) value of the iron subsystem in the rhombohedral phase is larger (M rh (ΣFe)=38.04 µ B /f.u. vs. M hex (ΣFe)=36.54 µ B /f.u.. Experimental value of total Fe ions magnetic moment for the mixture of two phases is 36.9 µ B /f.u.).
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Magnetic moments of the Gd ions in both calculations are antiparallel to the iron magnetic moments, so that the total magnetic moments are M rh (ΣFe + Gd)=23.70 µ B /f.u. and 
III. EXCHANGE INTERACTIONS
In the framework of spin-fluctuation theory of magnetism it was found 20, 21, 22, 23 that the magnetic behavior of transition metals can be described by the Heisenberg model with longrange exchange interactions between classical spin vectors, in general, their magnitudes are non-integer. For an intermetallic magnet with several types of magnetic moments a spin
Hamiltonian of such a model can be written as 
where a and b are types of magnetic ions (e.g. a=Fe1, Fe2, Fe3, and Fe4), l a -radius vector of a magnetic ion of the a type, S a (l a ) -classical spin vector with the magnitude S a , corresponding to magnetic moment µ a = gµ B S a , and I ab (l a − n b ) is an exchange parameter between ions of the types a and b with the distance l a − n b between the ions.
Later an ab-initio method to calculate the exchange interaction parameters between different lattice sites for the classical Heisenberg model at T =0 was proposed. 24 In that scheme the exchange interaction parameters are determined calculating the second-order derivative of the total energy at T =0 with respect to small deviations of magnetic moments of the corresponding lattice sites from collinear magnetic configuration. This method was used in the present work to calculate the exchange interaction parameters I ab (a, b=Fe1, Fe2, Fe3, Fe4) in the iron sublattice of both structures of Gd 2 Fe 17 .
First note that in Ref. 24 the energy of exchange interaction between different sites of the magnetic lattice is presented in the form
) and e b (n b ) regardless of the magnitude of the magnetic moments µ a and µ b at the sites l a and n b under consideration. Since the classical spin vector S a (l a ) is equal to S a (l a ) = S a e a (l a ), hence the relation between the ex-change parameters J L ab calculated using the method of Ref. 24 and the exchange parameters I ab of the Hamiltonian (1) will be given as 2J L ab = I ab S a S b . Moreover, some authors 25 calculating exchange parameters for insulators prefer to write the energy of exchange interaction Exchange interaction R-Fe is also indirect since direct overlap of 4f orbitals of the R ions and 3d orbitals of the neighboring iron ion is absent, and only small overlap of a polarized 5d orbital of the rare-earth ion and 3d orbital of the iron ions is possible. Theoretical estimation of this interaction is still difficult, nevertheless, from some indirect experiments this interaction can be estimated as 10-30 meV. 26 The sign of the exchange interaction R-Fe defines the orientation of the magnetic moment on the rare-earth ion with respect to the magnetic moments of the iron sublattice that seriously affects the saturation moment. At the same time, the dominating contribution to free energy of the magnetic system is due to the interaction of the Fe-Fe type which defines in fact the value of the critical temperature The method of exchange interaction parameters calculation employed here works in such a way that does not distinguish different mechanisms. There are several exchange interaction scenario super exchange, double exchange, direct exchange and RKKY one. First two require nonmagnetic interstitial ions in the system, that is not the case here. Thus only last two mechanisms are applicable. Direct exchange mostly come from orbitals overlap.
One can suppose that absence of straightforward correlations between exchange parameter values and corresponding interatomic distances for the first coordination sphere for different crystallographic directions is connected with the way how Fe-3d orbitals overlap in these directions. However classification of the orbitals for these quite complicated crystal structures is highly non-trivial task which we postpone for future investigations. In addition some anisotropy in the first coordination sphere of exchange parameters might come from RKKY interaction since the Fermi surface of these compounds is rather complicated. For the second coordination sphere RKKY interaction is dominant but still might be highly anisotropic because of direction dependence of k F .
In Table III (5) In Table IV From these data it is clear that a decrease of the distance in a pair of interacting ions in the first coordination sphere results in an increase of the ferromagnetic exchange parameter.
But since the distance in the basic structural elements changes in opposite way from the hexagonal to rhombohedral structure (the distance decreases in the dumbbells, and mostly increases in the hexagons), then it is reasonable to use the Curie point T C to estimate collective effect of these changes in the distances and corresponding exchange parameters transferring from one structure of Gd 2 Fe 17 to another. Let us use Weiss mean-field theory Within the Weiss mean-field theory the Hamiltonian (1) can be written as
where ∆ ab = n b − l a , and molecular field h a (l a ) for spin S a (l a ) can be presented as
Here Calculating the average value σ a in a field h a , one obtains a set of self-consistent equations for σ a (a=1, 2, 3, 4):
(L(x) = coth(x) − 1/x -Langevin function). Linearizing the set Eq. (4) with respect to small σ a , one obtains a set of linear equations for T C :
Let us solve the set of equations (5) for the rhombohedral and hexagonal structures of Gd 2 Fe 17 restricting ourselves by using I ab (|∆ ab |) and z ab (|∆ ab |) as the parameters of direct exchange and number of neighbors in the first coordination layer (Tables IV and II) . 21,23 This conclusion also follows from our results for the hexagonal structure of Gd 2 Fe 17 , see Table III (for the rhombohedral structure see Table V) we estimated T C from the exchange parameters calculated using the T =0 method of Ref.
24.
Thirdly, an obvious limitation of such calculations is the Weiss mean-field theory, restricted in its accuracy. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work we calculate from first principles electronic structure and values of exchange On top of that RKKY exchange gives slight modulations in the first coordination sphere because of complexity of the Fermi surface of the compounds. For the second coordination sphere RKKY is main contribution to exchange interaction but for the reason mentioned above is also highly anisotropic.
After all we propose another one observation to explain relatively low T C of R 2 Fe 17 series. 
